NATCA Scholarships Announced
Congratulations to our 2017 Winners!
President's Winner are a three-way tie this year! They receive $2,000 from
NATCA and thanks to SkyOne Federal Credit Union and extra $500 each.
View here.

NATCA30: Progress
Through Partnership
NATCA's earliest collaborative efforts
NATCA's leadership recognized the need for
cooperation with the Federal Aviation Administration early in NATCA's
history, laying the framework for successful collaborative relationships. The
benefits from this "Age of Collaboration" can still be felt today. Read more.

Contracts Extended
NATCA, FAA agree to extend Purple and Light Blue
books
The agreements, which extend the duration of both
the Multi-Unit Collective Bargaining Agreement
(CBA) and Consolidated CBA to July 1, 2021, cover more than 5,000
bargaining unit employees. Read more.

NATCA Legislative
Poster campaign continues
What does your Member of Congress think
you do? Be a voice for your profession and
educate them! Look for the NATCA
Legislative Committee's new campaign
poster in your facility today.
The poster campaign will run through NATCA in Washington 2017, where the
fifth and final poster will be handed out. We encourage your engagement with
this initiative as we all advance NATCA's legislative efforts in support of our
careers and the National Airspace System. Have questions? Want to get
involved? Your FacRep, State Legislative Coordinators, and Facility
Legislative Reps are great resources to help you learn more.

Nate Enders and Family
Remembered
A tragic accident takes the life of a NATCA brother
Nate Enders, his wife, Laura, and their two young
sons, Jaden and Eli were lost to us this week. Nate
was a controller at Atlanta TRACON and a passionate pilot. The light they
brought to everyone around them will all be missed by family and friends.
Read more.

A Super Bowl Save
Teamwork at ZFW defies the odds
On Sunday, Feb. 5, as Super Bowl LI was going
into overtime, a team of more than half a
dozen controllers at the Fort Worth Center (ZFW) went into overtime to aid a
pilot whose plane had experienced complete electrical failure. Over the
ensuing hour, the teamwork and quick-thinking demonstrated by ZFW's
Bonham- and Dallas-area controllers helped guide the pilot to a safe landing
at an emergency airport. Read more.

CFS Panel Recap
NextGen Implementation Challenges and Success:
Part 1 of 3 in a series covering the panel at CFS
In collaboration with NATCA and industry
stakeholders, the Federal Aviation

Administration has delivered $2.7 billion in benefits to date, completing 103
commitments of the NextGen and NextGen Advisory Committee (NAC)
Prioritization Plan. Their secret to success? Collaboration. Read more.

CFS Award Recap
Helping Hearts Award Winner, St. Louis Lambert ATCT:
Repeat win for heart-conscious NATCA members
This is the second Helping Hearts Award win for St.
Louis Lambert ATCT. Members were honored for having
the highest percentage of employees certified in AED
use. Read more.

NATCA Charitable Foundation
Communicating For Safety just the beginning for
dedicated volunteers as the foundation celebrated a
long-standing commitment to the environment
As Communicating for Safety wound down, NATCA
Charitable Foundation volunteers geared up for a day
of collecting trash and helping to maintain the Las Vegas wetlands. Read
more.

WorkLife Wisdom
WorkLife solutions: We've got you covered!
Sometimes, during your busy life, a real stumper of an issue arises and you
don't know where to turn for fast, reliable help. Perhaps you need to quickly
arrange for out-of-home care for a senior relative. Or maybe you've been the
victim of identity theft, and you need expert help right away. Or, you've been
feeling overwhelmed by stress lately and you could use some coping support.
To help you with all such situations and more, your FAA WorkLife Solutions
Program is in place and ready for your call or "click" any time! Read more.

Photo Album
Kansas City, Missouri, and Bowling Green, Ohio
See the places NATCA is making a difference across the
country this week. Read more.

This Week's Notebook
Keep up to date with all things NATCA
The NATCA lanyard, update your contact
information in the member portal, Penn State University member benefits,
and seminar dates! Read more.

For questions and requests
please contact
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szilonis@natcadc.org
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